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Daily Fantasy Sports: Confronting the Frontier of Legal Gambling
Scanning sports television networks even for ten minutes,1 one cannot help but notice an
arms race between two companies – DraftKings and FanDuel – promoting the possibility that
any “Average Joe” can win hundreds, thousands, or even millions of dollars in a single day
simply by placing an entry fee as low as $1 to select a customized fantasy roster.2 Such daily
fantasy companies will also either match deposits made by new daily fantasy players on their
sites3 or offer free entry into lucrative contests,4 practically paying people to play fantasy sports
and win cash! Not so fast.5
With over 41 million people playing fantasy sports6 and significant investments from
venture capital firms, sports media conglomerates, and professional sports leagues flooding the
industry,7 daily fantasy sports have become integrated in the sports viewing experience. But are
they actually legal? While daily fantasy sites cling to a fantasy sports carve-out provided in the
2006 Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act (“UIGEA”), should daily fantasy contests
actually qualify as gambling activities that should be regulated or outlawed? Are daily fantasy
games primarily based on skill or chance? Allegations that daily fantasy employees playing on
other sites may have access to information unavailable to other daily fantasy sports participants8
have accelerated state,9 Congressional,10 and other federal bureau investigations11 with the issue
of daily fantasy legality even arising in the Presidential campaign process.12
The days of uninhibited growth and the lack of governmental intervention and regulation
are over. So what should daily fantasy companies do to survive and prosper? This article
explores the birth and explosion of the daily fantasy sports industry, federal and state gambling
law restraints and other legal issues, and provides recommendations for how daily fantasy
companies and shareholders should confront a rapidly changing legal landscape. Specifically,
daily fantasy companies should frame their contests as participatory tournaments requiring
“entry fees” instead of “bets” or “wagers,” avoid soliciting participants in states that classify
daily fantasy sports as gambling, refrain from offering NCAA-based contests, and maximize
skillful elements of prognostication by increasing roster sizes, avoiding contests reliant on a
limited number of events, such as MLB “off days,” and eliminate large tournaments with few
cash payouts to align more closely with conventional season-long fantasy sports. Daily fantasy
companies should also consider diversifying their offerings with multi-week contests or enter the
season-long fantasy sports market.
I.

Origins of Fantasy Sports

While traditional sports gambling provides individuals a means (albeit a largely illegal
one) to predict the future outcome of player performances by wagering on particular games and
specific player statistics, fantasy sports enable participants to form fictional leagues to “draft”
and assemble rosters of professional athletes as if the participant functioned as an executive of a
professional sports franchise.13 Based on the players’ real-life results in predetermined statistical
categories (such as homeruns or batting average), the team that performs the best in those
categories over the course of the season emerges as the champion.14 The “Rotisserie League,” the
first fantasy baseball league to gain public notoriety in 1980, featured ten participants drafting in
an auction style format with $260 to bid on the exclusive rights to the statistics of Major League
Baseball players in eight distinct categories (four hitting – runs scored, runs batted in, home runs,
and steals, and four pitching – earned run average, wins, saves and strikeouts).15 Other leagues

have since incorporated additional or different statistical categories, a “draft” style format to
originally select players instead of an auction, different scoring systems (including head-to-head
style weekly matchups), and of course, adaptations to other sports, most notably football.16 Like
other industries, the Internet served as a catalyst for the proliferation of fantasy sports, allowing
individuals to compete against others from around the world with “instantaneously downloadable
statistics” and third parties collecting league entry fees and presenting cash payouts to league
winners.17
In addition to fantasy sports, however, the Internet also led to the promulgation of U.S.
residents participating in illegal online sports gambling and poker games fostered by offshore
sites.18 To supplement federal and state laws restricting sports wagering and gambling, President
George W. Bush signed into law the Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act (“UIGEA”)
on October 13, 2006 holding “payment processors liable for the funding of unlawful gambling
websites that conducted business with U.S. customers.”19 As a result, online sports gambling and
poker websites either left the U.S. marketplace voluntarily or were prosecuted under federal and
state laws, while payment processors who continued to enable such illegal activity were also
prosecuted.20
II.

The Birth and Proliferation of “Daily Fantasy Sports”

While UIGEA thwarted online sports wagering and other forms of gambling, the statute
provided a carve-out for fantasy sports to evade its definition of a “bet” or “wager.”21 Seeking to
fill the void in the market for instant gratification wagering, risk-engaging startups, led by
Fantasy Day Sports Corp. in 2007,22 entered the market providing daily sports contests under the
guise of “fantasy sports” to fall within the scope of the statute’s carve-out.23 FanDuel, one of the
industry’s “Big Two” along with DraftKings (founded in 201224),25 entered the market in 200926
after founder Nigel Eccles recognized that UIGEA failed to define a minimum requirement for
the duration of a fantasy sports contest.27
As a derivative of traditional fantasy sports, daily fantasy sports retain elements akin to
its predecessor with participants relying on the individual performances of professional athletes
generally comprising a team competing against other teams constructed by other contestants.
Although a variety of daily fantasy sports models exist, the most popular forms on DraftKings
and FanDuel incorporate “salary cap” restraints for selecting athletes, with players assigned
particular dollar values determined by the sites based on the athlete’s perceived level of skill
(i.e., better players cost more to add to one’s roster).28 Other daily models, however, depart from
the traditional system by allowing players to “compete directly against the host site, rather than
against other contestants,”29 construct lineups as small as three or fewer players,30 or bet on
specific “event-based” outcomes, abandoning the lineup model altogether.31 As its moniker
suggests, daily fantasy sports contests can start and conclude in just a single day, as opposed to
traditional season-long fantasy leagues that last several months. Thus, the time period from the
placement of an “entry fee” to payouts to winners has shrunk dramatically, as well as the number
of sporting events that ultimately decide contest results.
Seeking to capitalize on a fantasy sports market featuring over 41 million users32 and
exploding growth particularly in the daily space,33 DraftKings and FanDuel have emerged as the
primary beneficiaries of significant venture capital investments, with private funding as of
October 2015 exceeding $426 million and $363 million, respectively, including $575 million
combined in July 2015 rounds of funding.34 While the “Big Two” still maintains a duopoly with

approximately 95% of the market,35 “season-long fantasy giant” Yahoo! Sports has also jumped
into the daily space emerging as a third significant player in the industry.36
In addition to investments from venture capital firms and media conglomerates such as
37
Fox and NBC,38 professional sports leagues and teams have also invested and partnered with
daily fantasy sites39 to capitalize on increased sports content consumption as a result of fantasy
sports participation.40 In 2013, Major League Baseball (MLB) purchased an undisclosed stake in
DraftKings, while the National Basketball Association (NBA) gained a 2.5 percent ownership
stake in FanDuel in 2014.41 Also in 2014, DraftKings and the National Hockey League (NHL)
entered into an exclusive multi-year sponsorship deal, while FanDuel agreed to a similar
exclusive four-year deal with the NBA in addition to its previous deals with five NBA
franchises.42 FanDuel also maintains an exclusive sponsorship deal with fifteen National Football
League (NFL) teams.43 Both sites have also invested heavily in television advertising, with
DraftKings and ESPN agreeing to a two-year, $250 million deal that also grants DraftKings
exclusivity in daily fantasy sports content on the network beginning in 2016, as well as brand
integration into ESPN’s program segments.44 As of October 2015, the daily fantasy sports boom
has engineered company valuations in excess of $1 billion for both DraftKings and FanDuel.45
III.

Daily Fantasy Liability Under Federal Law

Discussed in the preceding section, UIGEA remains the paramount authority as the
justification for the legality of daily fantasy sports based on the federal statute’s silence on a
duration requirement in its carve-out enabling fantasy sports wagering.46 In light of the
commercial proliferation of fantasy sports, three other federal gambling-related statutes that
predated UIGEA may also implicate the daily fantasy space.
The Interstate Wire Act of 1964 (“Wire Act”) forbids individuals and companies from
engaging in the business of betting or wagering on sporting events through the use of a “wire
communication facility for the transmission in interstate or foreign commerce.”47 The Wire Act
defines “wire communication facility” as any communication made through an instrumentality
“used or useful in the transmission of writings, signs, pictures, and sounds of all kinds by aid of
wire, cable, or other like connection between the points of origin and reception.”48 Although the
statute predated it, courts have held that the Internet falls within the scope of a “wire
transmission.”49
Daily fantasy sports can avert the Wire Act’s reach by avoiding the implication that
contests involve “betting” or “wagering,” or that the sites have a “skin in the game” like
traditional bookies who gain when competitors lose.50 Instead, sites need to organize their
contests as participatory tournaments with an “entry fee” and a “prize pool,” while insulating
daily fantasy sites from earning or losing money depending on the specific results of
participants.51 It remains unlikely that courts will outlaw contests framed this way since
“countless contests engaged in every day,” such as golf tournaments or beauty pageants, would
then be considered unlawful gambling.52
A second statute, the Illegal Gambling Business Act of 1970 (“IGBA”) authorizes
criminal penalties for violations of state gambling laws, specifically relating to the financing,
management, supervision, direction, or ownership of an “illegal gambling business.”53 The
IGBA characterizes an “illegal gambling business” as an operation (1) illegal under the state law
in which it is conducted, that (2) involves five or more people, and (3) has been in operation for
more than 30 days or has had gross revenue of $2,000 in a single day.54

Given that daily fantasy sites have developed into large companies, the scope of liability
remains dependent on factor (1), state treatment of daily fantasy sites. Although the IGBA
defines “gambling” as activities such as “pool-selling, bookmaking, … conducting lotteries … or
selling chances,” it fails to limit its scope to the activities specifically mentioned in the statute.55
Further, given that the IGBA predated the advent of daily fantasy sports, its absence in the
definition fails to insulate companies from liability. If states find that daily fantasy sports (or
particular models) ultimately constitute “gambling,” sites should avoid offering contests to
individuals from outlawing states, such as Arizona, Iowa, Louisiana, Montana, Nevada, and
Washington.56
Third, the Professional and Amateur Sports Protection Act (“PASPA”) passed in 1992
forbids any individual or state (other than certain forms of gambling in Delaware, Montana,
Nevada, and Oregon57) to operate “a lottery, sweepstakes, or other betting, gambling, or
wagering scheme based directly or indirectly … on one or more competitive games in which
amateur or professional athletes participate.”58 PASPA also provides a cause of action for
professional sports leagues and the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA).59
Given the leagues’ financial ties to the industry, it remains unlikely that professional
leagues will implicate daily fantasy sites.60 The NCAA, however, may challenge daily fantasy
sites given its policy against “accepting advertising from sports wagering entities,” while
concluding that entry fees fall under its definition of “sports wagering” as “putting something at
risk.”61 Based on PAPSA, daily fantasy sites can likely proceed with professional sports contests,
but should refrain from offering games relating to the performances and results of NCAA
athletes.
Lastly, UIGEA provides the latest framework for liability under federal law. While the
fantasy sports carve-out offers an avenue for legality, the following criteria must be met:
“(I) All prizes and awards offered to winning participants are established and made
known to the participants in advance of the game or contest and their value is not
determined by the number of participants or the amount of any fees paid by those
participants.
(II) All winning outcomes reflect the relative knowledge and skill of the participants and
are determined predominantly by accumulated statistical results of the performance of
individuals (athletes in the case of sports events) in multiple real-world sporting or other
events.
(III) No winning outcome is based — (aa) on the score, point-spread, or any performance
or performances of any single real-world team or any combination of such teams; or (bb)
solely on any single performance of an individual athlete in any single real-world
sporting or other event.”62
Since Congress specifically intended for the protection of traditional season-long fantasy leagues
under UIGEA,63 it remains unclear if daily fantasy sports will remain protected under federal
law.64 While factors (I) and (III) provide relatively straight forward parameters for creating legal
fantasy sports contests, factor (II) requires an analysis of the amount of “skill” involved in daily
fantasy games, paralleling state gambling law tests. The legality of daily fantasy contests under
UIGEA predominantly hinges on this determination.

IV.

State Gambling Laws’ Effect on Daily Fantasy Sports

In addition to obeying federal statutes, daily fantasy sports companies must also comply
with state gambling laws,65 and state violations can implicate federal penalties.66 To violate state
gambling laws, most states require that a contest involves (1) consideration, (2) chance, and (3)
prize.67 Since daily fantasy sports participants deposit entry fees and winners receive cash
payouts, the analysis hinges on factor (2), a state’s stance on “chance” versus “skill” in a game,
similar to factor (II) in UIGEA’s fantasy sports carve-out.
States differ markedly on this issue. While a majority of states utilize a “predominant
purpose” test, enabling for the legality of contests that involve more skill than chance,68 other
states analyze activities under “material element” tests that allow them to declare a contest illegal
even if chance fails to dominate.69 Further, Arizona, Arkansas, Iowa, Louisiana, and Tennessee
outlaw games that involve any chance at all,70 Hawaii uses a “gambling instinct” test, and
Montana forbids any forms of online gambling.71
Even states that follow the same test have reached different conclusions regarding the
level of skill and chance involved in fantasy sports. Although both New Jersey and Kansas
follow the “predominant purpose” test, the U.S. District Court of New Jersey in Humphrey v.
Viacom acknowledged the “skill involved in selecting players” as a key factor in authorizing the
legality of season long fantasy leagues,72 while Kansas’ Racing & Gaming Commission
concluded that despite the skill involved in selecting players, chance supersedes skill in all
fantasy sports contests.73
States must weigh a daily fantasy contest’s skillful elements, specifically the
“mathematical modeling and prognostication” involved in initially selecting players,74 against
elements of chance, such as “systematic” chance (e.g., “snake draft” models for selecting players
that randomly allocate participant draft position),75 “imperfect information” (e.g., potential for
injury or weather cancellations),76 and “lucky shot” chance (e.g., a golfer shooting a hole in
one).77 Proponents of daily fantasy sports distinguish it from other traditional gambling activities
like horse racing based upon player selection and the multiplicity of events.78 Dissenters,
however, compare daily fantasy sports contests to poker or blackjack, activities largely outlawed
despite maintaining elements of skill.79 On the other hand, even games universally identified as
“skill-based,” such as chess, involve elements of chance.80
Daily fantasy sports remain in a nebulous area along the skill versus chance spectrum,
making state-to-state resolution difficult to project with current state gambling law tests. In
October 2015, however, the Nevada Gaming Control Board notably declared daily fantasy sports
as gambling, requiring companies to register for state gambling licenses,81 essentially serving as
a de facto ban on daily fantasy sports in the state.82 As a result, Nevada has joined Arizona, Iowa,
Louisiana, Montana, and Washington as locales where DraftKings and FanDuel refrain from
offering contests,83 with other states considering joining Nevada in its characterization of daily
fantasy sports as gambling.84

V.

Current Gambling-Related Legal Issues & Impact on the Daily Fantasy
Industry85

Daily fantasy sports largely avoided governmental interference until September 2015
when DraftKings employee Ethan Haskell inadvertently released lineup data from DraftKings’
“Millionaire Maker” tournament the same weekend he won $350,000 in a FanDuel contest.86
While DraftKings employees could not play on their own site, they could still enter into contests
on other daily fantasy platforms.87 Since DraftKings and FanDuel contest models largely mirror
each other, the potential for access to roster information trends exposed the possibility of “insider
trading” by utilizing the trends to form algorithms to increase chances at winning contests on the
other sites.88 While an independent investigation commandeered by Greenberg Traurig cleared
Haskell of any wrongdoing, determining that he received the data after rosters locked,89 daily
fantasy sites banned employees from playing on other sites after the scandal.90 Nevertheless,
class action lawsuits have been filed against daily fantasy sites attacking employee access to
information unavailable to other players.91
Since the scandal, FanDuel CEO Nigel Eccles has publicly backed regulation in the
industry92 and the Fantasy Sports Trade Association announced plans to create an independent
control board to self-regulate the industry.93 While the NFL, MLB, and NBA, still back daily
fantasy sites, not surprising given their business ties to daily fantasy sites,94 the leagues’
respective commissioners, Roger Goodell, Rob Manfred, and Adam Silver, also agree that the
sites should be regulated to mitigate future concerns of match-fixing.95 Silver, notably, also
believes that sports gambling should be regulated.96
VI.

Recommendations for Daily Fantasy Sports Companies and Stakeholders

Although UIGEA provides a fantasy sports carve-out, daily fantasy sports companies
would be naïve to interpret the statute as insulating daily fantasy sites from liability simply
because they include “fantasy sports” in their contest descriptions or that player selection
automatically qualifies such contests as skillful competitions. States have established balancing
tests evaluating the amount of skill versus chance in games, and daily fantasy companies should
conduct similar inspections of each contest they offer. Not all daily fantasy contests are alike;
while some daily models may implicate gambling laws, others that parallel traditional fantasy
sports protected by UIGEA may be able to lawfully continue. To more effectively satisfy
UIGEA and state gambling law tests, daily fantasy companies should offer contests that
maximize the number of events (i.e., games) that effect competition results and only offer
tournaments with team roster sizes at least as large as traditional fantasy sports rosters to
emphasize the skillful elements of picking players.
Further, daily fantasy sites should avoid professional league “off days” where only a few
teams play on a particular night, such as Mondays and Thursdays in the MLB. The fewer the
number of games or events available to select players from, the closer the contest resembles
traditional gambling. For this reason, professor Marc Edelman believes DraftKings’ onetournament fantasy golf games remain risky for DraftKings.97 Similar contests based on
NASCAR race results analogize to horse racing since winning fantasy contests, like winning
bets, rely on an individual actor’s final performance in a single race. While participants select
“rosters” of golfers or drivers, the final results in single competitions dictate success. Other daily

fantasy sports games, while implicating player performances, involve multiple events and avoid
team results from deciding contest winners.
Daily fantasy sites should also consider monitoring the number of entrants into their
competitions while increasing the percentage of participants that earn cash payouts. Traditional
fantasy leagues involve close competition among a limited number of participants, while larger
contests analogize more closely to lotteries (or large NCAA March Madness bracket pools),
especially considering their short duration. In large tournaments with few payouts, contest
winners not only must select players that perform well, but they must also select players owned
by as few contestants as possible to maximize the benefit when the player succeeds.98 While
tournament success still requires skillful prognostication, winning participants also rely on other
contestants avoiding selection of the same players, a matter left to chance. Although daily
fantasy contests would be less enticing with lesser top prizes, companies should consider
reducing the size of their competitions while providing for a greater percentage of participants to
receive cash payouts in each contest to dissuade concerns that certain competitions resemble
lotteries disguised as fantasy sports.
Companies should also limit the number of athletes that participants may select from the
same team in a particular contest to mitigate match-fixing concerns. Jacob Sommer, shareholder
and gaming attorney at ZwillGen PLLC, opines that fantasy sports companies should limit the
number of same-team players to “less than half” of a fantasy roster.99 By restricting roster
selection in this manner, match fixers would have to pay off multiple players in multiple contests
to enable for any possibility for a fruitful scheme. Limits on contest payouts would also disincentivize such conspiracies.
Professional sports leagues should likewise consider divesting their equity stakes in daily
fantasy companies while the government questions their legality. Leagues have long maintained
hard stances on gambling given significant match-fixing scandals in the NBA100 and MLB101 that
compromised the integrity of competition vital to their brands. NBA Commissioner Adam
Silver’s call for regulation in both daily fantasy and gambling suggests that while the league
believes fantasy sports represent legal skillful games, daily fantasy nevertheless implicates
nefarious activity that warrants monitoring.
VII.

Conclusion

Ultimately, Congress will likely speak on an industry that federal statutes are currently
silent, and states will continue to examine their legality under current tests or issue specific
declarations. Although daily fantasy sports’ future remains largely in the hands of regulators,
companies should continue to proactively institute policies for regulation and limit contest
offerings to only those that closely resemble traditional fantasy sports based on as many games
as possible while forcing diverse roster construction. Daily fantasy’s conceptual blend between
legal traditional contests and illegal gambling presents an opportunity to narrowly apply
gambling laws to limit the now multi-billion-dollar industry, broadly eliminate the fantasy
sports’ UIGEA exemption, or enable for the future legalization of all sports gambling.
Regardless, the old daily fantasy sports industry free from regulation will soon be history.
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